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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This final exploitation and sustainability plan takes into account activities in the final
year of the ITELab project, refining and developing the concepts in the Initial
Exploitation and Sustainability Plan (January 2019).
The initial report described the project’s dissemination and communications plan in
the final year of the project, leveraging synergies of all partners to strengthen the
exploitation and sustainability of ITELab and the opportunities to influence policy and
other stakeholders. The initial report set out the proposal to sustain the impact of ITELab
at European level through European Schoolnet’s (EUN) independently funded Future
Classroom Lab (FCL) initiative to develop innovative content to support training of
future teachers; join the universities as a new stakeholder group to FCL’s network and
link to the FCL research agenda; sustain the ITE Forum as part of the FCL webinar series,
workshops and EUN’s annual conference.
Throughout the final year of the project, these ideas have been discussed in project
partner meetings, with presentations to wider stakeholder groups via partner networks,
workshops involving EUN’s FCL Ambassadors, as well as at EUN’s new School Innovation
Forum (June 2019) and annual EMINENT conference (November 2019). Along the way,
the learning from the delivery of the project in 2019 (e.g. monitoring activities covering
surveys, research and case studies) has fed into these discussions. Taken together,
these activities have shaped the final sustainability proposition and economic model
detailed in this report.
Each partners’ complementary plan at three levels (institution, region/national,
international) was developed in parallel, building on the learning of the 2019 ITELab
pilots of the co-designed ITE materials, the ITE Forum and sharing research evidence
(e.g. developing teacher competences) via research networks and linked stakeholder
conferences. Partners’ plans are also included in this report.
The Final Exploitation and Sustainability Plan takes into account survey data and
feedback on ITELab activities and outputs, discussions held in key workshops, and
includes an economic model for sustaining the Initial Teacher Education (ITE) Forum as
part of EUN’s FCL, and an training workshop to update the ITE course modules and
MOOC (Autumn 2020). It is set out in the following sections:
Section 2:

Project background, a short summary;

Section 3:

Final Exploitation and Sustainability Plan – key activities shaping
the final plan; EUN’s FCL plan and economic model; Partner level
plans;

Section 4:

Future project proposal – outline concept to accelerate the work;

Section 5:

Conclusions
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2. PROJECT BACKGROUND
ITELab (Initial Teacher Education Lab) is co-ordinated by European Schoolnet (EUN)
and co-funded under the European Commission’s Erasmus+ programme. It is a
Knowledge Alliance project between higher education institutions and industry. The
project duration is from January 2017 to December 2019. The project has three strands
of activity: first, a monitoring strand to gather information and knowledge, which
delivers an annual report and case studies; this informs the second, an ITE Forum
knowledge exchange strand, including the Student Voice, where knowledge is shared
and discussed; which in turn informs the third strand, work between university and
industry partners to co-design and pilot innovative ITE course modules and a student
teacher MOOC within the project.
A summary of all ITELab’s activities, outputs and stakeholder recommendations can
be found in the Final Project Summary
The long-term aim is to build a sustainable initiative supporting the development of
digital pedagogical skills in Initial Teacher Education, involving universities, ICT suppliers
and linked to the teacher professional development programmes of education
ministries. For European Schoolnet, ITELab follows on from earlier projects, starting with
iTEC1, the results from which have been mainstreamed under the umbrella of EUN’s
Future Classroom Lab2 (FCL) initiative. Sitting under the umbrella of the FCL, ITELab’s
aims in this respect, as stated in the original proposal, are to:
●

Establish a framework for collaboration on ITE that boosts innovation between
universities and K-12 ICT suppliers in cooperation with Ministries of Education.

●

Stimulate exchange of knowledge between universities and ICT suppliers in order to
ensure that student teachers receive training on the pedagogical use of ICT that is
aligned with current innovative practice in schools involving new technologies and
future classroom scenarios.

●

Establish a sustainable mechanism that ensures a better alignment and integration
between the development of ITE curricula and pedagogy in universities with
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) programmes for teachers developed by
both ICT suppliers and policy makers within education ministries at national and regional
level.

iTEC: iTEC (Innovative Technologies for Engaging Classrooms, 2010-2014) was a large-scale European
Schoolnet project where education ministries, technology providers and research organisations worked
together to transform the way that technology is used in schools. Link: http://itec.eun.org

1

Future Classroom Lab: set up in 2012 as an inspirational learning environment in Brussels, to challenge
visitors to rethink the role of pedagogy, technology and design in their classrooms. http://fcl.eun.org

2
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3. FINAL EXPLOITATION AND SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
Each section of the plan begins with highlights from the Initial Exploitation and
Sustainability Plan, followed by an update on the key activities in 2019 to test and refine
the initial proposals, before ending with the final plan and proposed actions in 2020.

3.1

INITIAL EXPLOITATION AND SUSTAINABILITY PLAN: SUMMARY

The Initial Exploitation and Sustainability strategy covered many of the strands of work
across the project, involving all partners, in support of the exploitation and sustainability
of ITELab. It focused on the coordinated, European dimension, as well as sustainability
at a local, partner level. Highlighted as being critical to the success of the plan is
finding activities that either, build into existing work programmes/projects/initiatives
which are already supported, and/or identifying new, potential funding opportunities
to support the activities. This is summarised in the slide below, which has been used as
an input to discussion with the ITELab project partners and stakeholders in 2019.

INITIAL EXPLOITATION AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Institutional/
Regional/
National

European/
International

Integrate OER content in
curriculum, localisation

ITE Forum => FCL Schools
Innovation Forum. Event:
May/June 2019
Student teacher MOOC?
On-going EC
projects/initiatives eg: eTw
Integrate with on-going

3.2
3.2.1

Other funding: national,
Erasmus +
To support e.g.: ongoing
research, localisation

New KA2 project?
To extend content and
pilots, research

New funding

18

EUN’S FCL – SUPPORTING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF ITELAB
Background

Since the opening of the of the FCL in 2012, EUN and its network of 34 supporting
Ministries of Education have worked closely with a growing number of ICT providers (34
companies in December 2019) to ensure an independently-funded and sustainable
platform.
5
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The FCL has developed into an ecosystem and community in which: the lab in Brussels
inspires and supports similar facilities at national, local and school level; and also
directly impacts on the professional development of teachers and school leaders
through its annual training programme of workshops and courses.
Since 2015 there has been an increasing focus on how the FCL can impact on Initial
Teacher Education (ITE) and a number of ITE institutions have been inspired to set up
their own FCL and are part of network of over 30 FCL Learning Labs in schools and H.E.
Institutions. The ITELab project supports this work with its aim to better prepare student
teachers to make use of innovative pedagogical approaches in 21st century
classrooms. It has always been the intention that the FCL would play an important role
in helping to mainstream the results of the ITELab project which ends in December
2019.
Highlights from the Initial Exploitation and Sustainability Plan:
ITELab will look to build on synergies with the EUN’s FCL in 2019 as a way to sustain
the impact of ITELab, in the following ways:
●

Innovative content: the development of new, innovative content to support the training
of future teachers (ITELab modules and the student teacher MOOC are Open
Educational Resources) will feed into the FCL future training programmes, as well as the
individual partner and associate partners’ curriculum programmes.

●

FCL ITE Ambassadors: currently there is a network of 16 FCL Lead Ambassadors,
supported by their local Ministry of Education plus around 90 local FCL ambassadors in
10 countries. There would be significant value to create 1 or 2 lead FCL ITE Ambassadors
(university teacher educators) in each country, The question is how to reward them or
keep them motivated. As part of the 2019 sustainability discussions with the partners, a
model for this will be discussed; for example, to see whether some of the larger FCL
industry partners can play a role here linked to their own ITE strategy, perhaps
supporting them with equipment, sponsoring them to attend conferences/workshops,
using their expertise in consultancy services to encourage innovation across their linked
networks of universities.

●

Learning Labs: the ITELab 2018 case studies (http://itelab.eun.org/research) feature the
positive impact this link with the FCL is already making on inspiring thinking around future
educational visions, links with schools, and the creation of new learning environments
to support changes that are either in place or being planned in partner universities. As
part of the sustainability plan, ITELab partners will be invited to join the FCL network of
learning labs which already link over 30 learning labs (http://fcl.eun.org/fcl-networklabs) as a platform to exchange experiences.

●

Research and policy: the research interests of the ITELab university partners and
associate partners, particularly around digital competences, align with the EUN plans
to develop a new research strand linked to the FCL in 2019. Under discussion is the
possibility to conduct a survey with schools across Europe which have been inspired by
the Future Classroom Lab. This work could explore and map the different types of spatial
organisations currently in place and identify a typology of FCLs and different FCL
implementation models. Based on this work, case studies could be produced of how
schools/universities with different types of spatial organisation have implemented the
6
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FCL concept and how the 21st century competencies related to the FCL model have
been supported as a result of the interplay between the spatial organisation of the
school, teaching activities and the new role of the learner.
●

ITE Forum: In early 2019, ITELab as part of the FCL community will engage in the planning
and launch of a new annual School Innovation Forum, the first event (up to 120
delegates) to be held in May/June 2019 in Brussels. This will have a different format from
the annual EUN EMINENT conference, with more networking and hands-on workshops
with multi-stakeholder round tables (MoEs, Industry partners, architects, university ITE
providers, regional policymakers). The aim in the launch event will be to focus on and
discuss how to respond to a set of issues/challenges related to the design of flexible
learning spaces at both a policy and university/school level (e.g. how to implement
more flexible learning spaces). The development of an economic model to sustain this
development will draw on the existing success of the annual FCL membership fee for
ICT companies. Moving forward, the aim is to develop a revised FCL fee/benefit model
for a more diverse group of FCL partners who will be invited to participate in the new
FCL School Innovation Forum.

3.2.2

Review of 2019 key events refining the EUN FCL sustainability proposal

Sustainability has been on the agenda across the 2019 calendar with on-going
discussions taking place at various levels in: project partner meetings; internal
meetings with EUN’s senior management and FCL team; and at three key events
which have been used to discuss and refine the proposition with wider stakeholders:
•
•
•

Joint workshop with EUN FCL Ambassadors, June 2019
School Innovation Forum with all stakeholders, EUN-FCL June 2019
Joint workshop all stakeholders, EUN’s EMIMENT conference, November 2019

3.1.2.1 ITELab project partner meeting and joint EUN FCL workshop, June 2019
Following the publication of the Initial Exploitation and Sustainability Plan (January
2019), the Sustainability and Exploitation 2x2 box diagram (ref 3.1) was used to support
continued discussion on sustainability at the project meetings (January, March, May)
and internally with the EUN FCL management team to develop up a EUN FCL – ITE
sustainable value proposition as the basis of the final sustainability plan. ITELab project
partners were presented at the May project meeting with a range of potential services
that EUN-FCL could offer from: networking and exchange opportunities, supporting
FCL-ITE research, ITE training, joint advocacy on future projects, and further
development of the ITELab OER content (e.g. accredit, localise). The June project
partner meeting, linked to the joint workshop with the EUN FCL Ambassadors and the
EUN FCL School Innovation Forum gave the opportunity to experience the value in a
practical way.
See Section 6_Appendix 1, for the agenda that covers the project meeting, the EUN
FCL workshop and the School Innovation Forum detailed in the next section.

7
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EUN’s FCL Lead Ambassador network covers 16 countries (ref. 3.1.1) with the aims and
coverage shown in the slide below. In some countries there is a lead who supports a
network of local ambassadors (e.g. Portugal).

Various briefings on the ITELab project have been held with the FCL ambassadors, in
order to:
•

Ensure their support to disseminate news and opportunities via their local networks;

•

Encourage registration on the ITELab ‘Networked Teacher’ MOOC (Spring 2019,
Autumn 2019);

•

Provide local support, during the MOOC itself, to answer in the local language any
questions of follow-up concerning the use of active learning spaces in teaching and
learning.

In June 2019, there was the opportunity ahead of the EUN FCL School Innovation Forum
(see below) to run a joint workshop involving ITELab partners and student teachers,
and the FCL Ambassadors, as well as two EACEA representatives. The joint workshop
followed respective project meetings and gave the opportunity to network and to
share ideas on ITE sustainability and impact of the ITELab linking with the FCL
Ambassadors. The Sustainability and Exploitation 2x2 box diagram (ref 3.1) was used
to support the exchange of ideas.
Several FCL Ambassadors shared their current activities offering both initial and
continuing professional development training for teachers (e.g. FCL Denmark). The
outcome was that linking the core network of ITELab universities to the FCL
Ambassadors network as local ITE ambassadors was widely valued by all, as it helps to
strengthen the bridge between schools and ITE particularly around the FCL concepts
of active learning using technology and space.
Adding to the research element of the EUN FCL agenda was also highly valued.
Current findings from the research by the universities and industry partners working

8
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together in ITELab was shared and used to stimulate the ITE discussions with all
stakeholders at the School Innovation Forum workshops.
3.1.2.2 EUN FCL School Innovation Forum - workshops, June 2019
EUN has been progressively building a community of key stakeholders in the field of
educational innovation, since the launch of EUN’s FCL in 2012. Since it is crucial for
such a community to have the chance to meet, both in person and online, EUN hosted
the first edition of the School Innovation Forum (SIF) in Brussels (20-21 June) to explore
how all stakeholders can work together more closely in order to transform teaching
and learning. In 2019, this community of FCL stakeholders (MoE, regions, schools, and
industry) was expanded to include an important new group – universities training
tomorrow’s teachers, supporting the European Commission’s priority on initial teacher
education.
Participants took part in two thematic exchanges, selected according to their
preferences, in the broader focus areas of initial teacher education, innovative
learning and school innovation. The ITE Thematic exchanges took places around:
digital competences of teacher educators; co-design of innovative learning (module,
MOOC); encouraging innovation in ITE; building bridges between schools and ITE;
supporting beginning teachers- coaching and mentoring.
The SIF proved an excellent opportunity for collaborative working and sharing of
knowledge across all education stakeholder groups. The outcomes from the thematic
ITE discussions fed into the ITELab Autumn programme (e.g. informing the teacher
educator competences case studies) and the developing recommendations. Followup discussions with all stakeholders continued at the ITELab workshops held as part of
EUN’s EMINENT annual conference.

ITELab partner SMART Technologies working in the Schools Innovation Forum workshop with University
College Dublin ITELab student teacher ambassador and FCL Ambassador Spain, June 2019
9
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Following this collaborative experience (EUN FCL Ambassadors joint workshop, School
Innovation Forum), ITELab partners reconvened in a follow-up second-stage of the
project meeting to test and capture their immediate feedback on the value of the
EUN-FCL network to them and their interest in various activities. In summary, there was
strong consensus across all the university partners, placing a high value on ITE
institutions being part of the EUN-FCL community (forum, events), training workshops
and MOOCs, and in contributing to the EUN-FCL research agenda. The major issue
was around finding a sustainable economic model to support ITE funding the on-going
engagement. This led to further discussions over the remaining project to determine
possible future sponsorship of activities, for example, with industry partners.
3.1.2.3 ITELab project meeting and ITE workshops at EUN EMINENT conference,
November 2019
Section 6_appendix 2 describes the November ITELab project meeting agenda and
workshops at the EUN EMINENT conference EMINENT Warsaw, Nov 2019 .
The internal EUN FCL discussions on ITE sustainability following the input from the June
meetings, were brought together and presented as a simple, two-page leaflet ‘ITELab
is moving to the Future Classroom Lab’ (see Section 6.3), which was circulated to all
partners and associate partners to support the sustainability discussion in the agenda.

ITELab partners joined by some associate partners and members of the ITELab Pedagogical Board to
work together on final recommendations and sustainability plans, Warsaw November 2019

Participants were split into groups to share ideas on what they were planning to sustain
at an individual partner level (ref section 3.3), as well as their views and interest in the
final EUN-FCL ‘moving forward’ proposition, and an exchange of ideas around a
possible future project, which led to the outline concept shared in Section 4.

10
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3.2.1

Final outcome: EUN FCL ITE Sustainability actions and economic model

The vision behind the exploitation strategy is to sustain the momentum built up in ITELab
for innovation in ITE as relates to digital pedagogies and the preparation of future
teachers. It builds on the powerful network of ITE stakeholders that has been created
in ITELab with a plan to sustain it through coordinated actions at European level led by
EUN FCL and at individual partner level. At European level, it continues the
engagement activities (ref 3.1.2.2, 3.1.2.3) with EUN’s network of 34 MoE, 16 FCL
Ambassadors, and 34 industry partners.
The planned actions described below will sustain the knowledge exchange across ITE
and the stakeholder community, the monitoring research activity and the
engagement of the ITE community in the implementation and update of ITELab
content.
The benefits to ITE of the EUN FCL ITE ‘moving forward’ sustainability actions were
discussed in the 2019 School Innovation Forum and partner workshops. The benefit of
being part of the wider EUN-FCL stakeholder network, including ministries of education,
schools and industry partners adds unique value to ITE because it is distinct from the
other networks these organisations are part of, for example, academic research
networks, national networks. Moreover, participation offers opportunities to benefit
from the wider exchange of views, knowledge and resources relevant to the
preparation of future teachers. Partners’ support for this proposition is clear in their
individual plans (Section 3.2.2).
The EUN FCL ITE sustainability actions were accepted by the project partners at the
November 2019 meeting. Since then, further small refinements have been made as
part of the EUN planning cycle for 2020. At the final December project meeting,
partners agreed on the activities detailed below, to take forward work begun in ITELab
and to continue it as part of the EUN FCL-ITE community. This includes the economic
model to support the action. A cross-reference to the project’s final recommendation
that is taken forward by the action is also included (ref. ITELab Final Project Summary
Report for a full list of recommendations). Not all the recommendations can be
covered in this way as some are structural to the sector and more challenging e.g. in
HEI to develop fast track quality assurance process to recognise and accredit new
learning approaches (rec 3.1.3). The initial aim, therefore, is to concentrate on ‘next
steps’ that are deliverable within a timeframe of 12-24 months.
At the same time, the project proposal idea outlined in Section 4 will be developed
with the aim of establishing an initial network of ‘accelerator labs’ in support of ITE
change.
3.2.1.1 Moving forward with the FCL-ITE Community
Building on the success of the June 2019 joint FCL ambassadors workshop and School
Innovation Forum (SIF), and November 2019 EUN EMINENT conference, ITELab partners
will have the opportunity to continue their engagement as part of a FCL-ITE
stakeholder sub-group within this wider FCL community.
11
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Once the engagement is started with ITE project partners in 2020 under the FCL
umbrella, they will help with dissemination by reaching out to ITELab associate partners
and universities, as well as other members of their respective networks.
Specific actions include:
1. Creating a new FCL-ITE stakeholder contact list

To maintain the contact following the end of the project, ITE stakeholders will be asked
to sign up to a new FCL-ITE mailing list, and to register for the EUN and FCL newsletters
in line with their main interests (EUN policy, EUN teacher, FCL) and to stay in touch. The
FCL website (http://fcl.eun.org) will also be updated to align with the new FCL-ITE
stakeholder group and continue the dissemination of ITELab outputs. The FCL brochure
has already been updated in this respect.
2. Connecting to the FCL ambassador network

Initially the FCL-ITE group will be invited to continue the connection with the FCL Lead
Ambassadors in their respective countries, as ‘local’ ITE ambassadors. This will be of
particular interest to the ITE partners who have a direct interest in developing their own
FCL within their ITE institutions. Once this model of engagement is tested, it will be
developed further to extend this type of engagement across wider ITE stakeholders
(ref. Section 4 accelerator lab proposal idea). (supports ITELab project recommendations:
3.1.2 create innovative learning environments; 3.1.6 work closely with schools, industry and
student teachers; 3.2.4 encourage industry specific network of schools and teachers to engage
in ITE; 3.4.3 strengthen the continuum between schools and ITE; 3.5.2 strengthen links with
universities).
3. Engaging the FCL-ITE group in the on-going FCL knowledge exchange webinars.

To sustain the knowledge exchange that has played a significant role in the ITELab
project, there are two lines of action.
The first is to invite the FCL-ITE group to continue to contribute and exchange
knowledge as part of the FCL webinar series.
The second, is to continue discussions in the first quarter of 2020 to explore with ITE Lab
partner, SMART Technologies, how the ITE Forum can be supported as part of their
major new initiative CATALYST. The Catalyst community is an online community built
for global education leaders to engage with like-minded peers committed to
envisioning, shaping, and creating the future. The Catalyst initiative is led by SMART’s
North American team, who will be at the UK education show BETT 2020. A meeting is
planned at BETT 2020 to follow-up discussions on the content strategy linking to a
European agenda, and on how technical issues like GDPR and OER content can be
addressed within this platform. (supports ITELab project recommendations: 3.1.2 create
innovative learning environments; 3.1.6 work closely with schools, industry and student
teachers; 3.2.4 encourage industry specific network of schools and teachers to engage in ITE;
3.4.3 strengthen the continuum between schools and ITE; 3.5.2 strengthen links with universities).
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4. Participating in the 2020 School Innovation Forum and EMINENT events

ITELab industry partners are among the 34 FCL industry partners, who have already
engaged in ITELab partner-led discussions and workshops at the School Innovation
Forum and annual EMIMENT conference 2019. The FCL-ITE new stakeholder group will
be invited to both the EUN FCL School Innovation Forum (June 2020) and EUN EMIMENT
2020. The economic model will consist of a mix of approaches such as inviting ITE
institutions to be members of the FCL with a set of appropriate services offered to them,
or exclusive invitations to key events on payment of a conference fee. (supports ITELab
project recommendations: 3.1.2 create innovative learning environments; 3.1.6 work closely
with schools, industry and student teachers; 3.2.4 encourage industry specific network of
schools and teachers to engage in ITE; 3.4.3 strengthen the continuum between schools and
ITE; 3.5.2 strengthen links with universities).
5. Publishing a FCL-ITE co-edited research paper

The FCL-ITE group will be invited to contribute to a small research paper in 2020
sustaining the ITELab monitoring activity and sharing current ITE research linked to the
FCL agenda. EUN proposes to co-edit this with one of the universities and publish it as
an input to discussions at the EUN FCL School Innovation Forum (June 2020). This
assumes a small investment of time by each partner, with the cost of producing the
paper supported by the EUN communication team. Possible themes for this research
paper were shared at the final December project partner meeting including for
example, continuing the research work on competences of teacher educators. The
partner’s table in next section 3.3 summarises the planned involvement. A follow-up
meeting will be held in January 2020 to agree the research theme(s), timeline and
opportunities offered by research conferences to share and increase the visibility of
the work. (supports ITELab project recommendations: 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 the digital pedagogical
competences of teacher educators; 3.4.4 review national school competence frameworks).
6. Running a FCL-ITE-Industry training workshop

EUN will offer a new FCL training workshop to all ITE stakeholders with the objective of
learning about strategies, content, methods and tools to support student teachers with
the implementation innovative pedagogical practices, continuing professional
development and professional learning networks. This will leverage the ITELab
‘Networked Teacher’ MOOC and module frameworks. The plan is to offer a 2 day FCLITE training workshop in Spring 2020, followed by a condensed 1 day version in
advance of the EUN FCL School Innovation Forum (June 2020). The planning and
delivery of the workshop, will be covered by charging a fee, in line with the current
FCL workshop fees (2018-19: 2 days €280) with ITE directed to Erasmus+ funding to
cover the cost. (supports ITELab project recommendations: 3.1.1 added value uses of ICT
embedded in ITE courses; 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 the digital pedagogical competences of teacher
educator; 3.1.8 encourage student teachers to engage in MOOCs)
7. Re-running the Networked Teacher MOOC:

The ITELab MOOC ‘The Networked Teacher – teaching in the 21st century’ will be
included again in the European Schoolnet Academy (EUNA) 2020 schedule of
courses, offered in the Autumn 2020. The FCL-ITE community, training workshop and
13
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conference meetings, will be used to support the widespread promotion and
engagement of ITE in the MOOC. They will be encouraged to offer and accredit
student teachers participating in the MOOC as part of their international experience
of collaborating with their peers, and providing practical experience of new tools
supporting active learning approaches. Assuming demand is confirmed for rerunning
the ‘Networked Teacher’, this would be offered free of charge while looking for some
sponsorship from the FCL industry partners. (supports ITELab project recommendations:
3.1.1 added value uses of ICT embedded in ITE courses; 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 develop student
teachers’ pedagogical digital competence, encourage student teachers to engage in
MOOCs).
8. Helping ITE providers set up their own FCL

In December 2019, EUN FCL published guidelines to support schools that wish to create
their own learning labs or to adapt their learning spaces in other innovative ways.
These guidelines provide practical guidance to school leaders and teachers in this
situation by drawing on other EUN guides, tools and research and, particularly, on six
case study schools that have been inspired to build their own learning labs
(http://fcl.eun.org/guidelines.
The FCL-ITE sub-group will be asked to consider commissioning some additional case
studies on how ITE institutions have also been inspired to set up their own FCL. EUN will
also explore if support for this work can be obtained from some FCL industry partners.
(supports ITELab project recommendations: 3.1.2 Create innovative learning environments;
3.1.4 and 3.1.5 the digital pedagogical competences of teacher educator; 3.1.7 student
teachers’ pedagogical competences; 3.2.1 industry collaborate with HEIs on joint projects);
9. Preparing a FCL-ITE Future Proposal:

Please refer to Section 4 below. (supports ITELab project recommendations 3.3.1 EC future
funding opportunities and 3.3.2 support projects to increase collaboration between ITE
institutions and the growing networks of future classroom labs, learning labs, makerspaces and
other innovative learning spaces).

3.2.1.2 Economic model
The economic model supporting the actions detailed above is based on ITELab
partners’ underwriting both an investment of time and resources. For EUN, it has
included in its 2020 work plan a commitment to HR resources to sustain the
coordination of the ITE community and the co-edited FCL-ITE research paper. The ITE
training workshop will be fee-based and offered as part of the FCL training courses
calendar. The invitation to ITE institutions to EUN FCL School Innovation Forum and
EMINENT will be on a conference fee basis, similar to other EUN events offered at a
‘package discount’ to ITE institutional members of the FCL community.

14
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3.3

ITELAB PARTNERS – SUPPORTING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF ITELAB

This section provides: first a recap of project partners’ initial plans (January 2019) to
exploit and sustain ITELab results; information on how the project exploitation strategy
has been refined since then; and, finally, details of each partners’ sustainability plans
at the end of the project in December 2019.
3.3.1

Background

Highlights from the Initial Exploitation and Sustainability plan at partner level:
ITELab has ten partners, joining together three industry partners (IRIS Connect, Microsoft,
SMART Technologies) with six university partners [University of Agder (Norway), University
College Dublin (Ireland), University of Newcastle (England), University of Perugia (Italy),
Polytechnic Institute of Santarem (Portugal), University of Würzburg (Germany)], and
European Schoolnet representing its network of 34 Ministries of Education across Europe.
The national systems, within which the partner universities sit, are diverse in respect to
their autonomy and links with national policymakers and in their approach to initial
teacher education. This is highlighted in the ITELab case studies available here.
Discussions with partners have prioritised dissemination and communication activities to
maximise the impact and extend the reach of ITELab through their networks, with the
aim of encouraging more universities to join the 2019 ITELab pilots to benefit from new
innovative teacher materials and approaches, and to motivate student teachers to
take the student teacher MOOC. As at the end of 2018, this resulted in 29 universities
engaged in the 2019 Spring pilots, with early promotions resulting in over 1,000
registrations on the student teacher MOOC prior to the main promotional campaigns
in January/February 2019 ahead of the start of the MOOC on 25th February 2019.
Sustainability discussions formed part of the agenda at the June 2018 workshop with
partners and student teachers in the FCL, Brussels. The table below summarises partners’
initial thinking following this as captured in the Initial Exploitation and Sustainability Plan.
In December 2018, sustainability was again part of the agenda of the December 2018
workshop with partners and student teachers which took place in one of the 5 new
active learning spaces created by Polytechnic Institute of Santarem since the start of
the project and inspired by the FCL (read the PIS case study here).
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ITELab Partners

Initial Exploitation and Sustainability Plan (January 2019, summarising exploitation actions by partner:

Universities

University of Agder, Norway:
• Promote and encourage student teachers to register for the MOOC, both at UoA and other
Norwegian Universities. Participate in Spring 2019 pilots, and review integration of ITELab modules
(part) into existing courses throughout ITE-Programmes.
• Disseminate ITELab through national networks with e.g. news articles, speaking at faculty seminars
and meetings, presenting at relevant conferences and network meetings, coordinating with the
Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training (events, competences framework).
• Seek new publishing and funding opportunities to continue research interest into teacher
educator digital competences linking with research interests of other partner universities (e.g.
UWU).
• Continue to exchange knowledge with FCL to support development of UoA’s own planned active
learning space, linking to on-going network learning labs.
University College Dublin, Ireland:
• Promote and encourage student teachers to register for MOOC, both at UCD and through the
SCoTENS network linking 37 colleges of education in universities across Northern Ireland and
Ireland, encouraging further participation in the pilots and ITE Forum.
• Lead the 2019 pilots, reviewing how to integrate the modules and the MOOC into UCD courses in
a sustainable way, including plan to support ongoing hubs for teacher educators and student
teachers to exchange practice.
• Contribute to plans to develop a sustainable ITE Forum linked to the FCL School Innovation Forum,
with ideas for ITE Ambassadors and programme supporting continued innovation in initial teacher
education linked to ongoing continuing professional development.
• Work with partners to seek existing/new funding opportunities to extend the co-design of ITELab
OER content and research into digital competences linking to both DigCompEdu framework and
the TET-SAT online tool.
University of Newcastle, England, UK:
• Use email, PGCE Blog, Twitter and LinkedIn to spread the word on ITELab across all colleagues in
secondary and all students.
• Leverage the ITELab framework in association with UoN’s Open lab to involve full cohort of
students in 2019/2020
• Support local showcase event linking to other universities/ITE providers leveraging work of ITELab
and work in project-based learning.
University of Perugia:
• Disseminate news and information to encourage: UoP student teachers to register for the MOOC
using dedicated University student mailing list; other Italian universities to participate in the pilots
and forum discussions; support via national meetings, seminars and conferences.
• Participate in the 2019 pilots, and review how to integrate the modules and the MOOC in the labs
and courses dedicated to technologies and education.
• Contribute to discussions for follow-up of ITELab, with a view to developing/adding 1 or 2 units
that are tailored around each country’s specific interest/focus (e.g. inclusive education in Italy).
ITELab would therefore have a common part and one or two country-specific parts which would
boost more universities’ involvement.
• Continue to exchange knowledge with FCL to support coordination by UoP’s education
department of the national initiative supporting the roll-out of active learning spaces across all
university departments.
Polytechnic Institute of Santarem:
• Continue promotion and dissemination of ITELab to network with the 14 Schools of Education on
Polytechnic Institutes and Universities spread around all the country, encouraging engagement in
pilots and Forum. Extend out from Primary into Secondary. Consider translation opportunities to
overcome language issues. Linking initial with ongoing teacher training.
• Participate in the 2019 pilots, and review how to integrate the modules and the MOOC (part) into
existing disciplines.
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•

Industry

3.3.2

Continue to exchange knowledge with FCL to build links with PIS’s 5 active learning spaces,
particularly to promote supporting students with special needs and developing local employability
skills.
University of Wurzburg (evaluator):
• Review ITELab content to consider adaptations (part) in Media learning seminars and lectures.
• Promote MOOC to German students. Spring 2019 MOOC timing is outside German term times.
Interest if re-run again in Autumn 2019.
• Disseminate ITELab to network of researchers interested in media technology, interest to support,
and interest in extending digital competences research, with a bigger focus on teacher educators.
IRIS Connect:
• Disseminate work of ITELab via main channels (e.g. Twitter, news items) and directly target
universities in IRIS Connect network and through involvement in other linked projects (e.g. KA2
Erasmus+ funded project, VISUAL: video support collaboration learning: bridging school and
practice).
• Review integration of ITELab content within IRIS platform.
Microsoft:
• Disseminate work of ITELab via main channels (e.g. Twitter, news items) in Ireland, influencing
European teams to support broadcast in their local markets.
• Review final OER ITELab content with a view to publishing related content to global Microsoft
Educator Community as a course or resources to allow engagement through teacher channels
(including students) professional development, and with linked MS programmes such as STEPS
(student teacher education programme).
• Extend open invitation to all partners/associate partners to visit DreamSpace Dublin, coordinating
on possible 2019/2020 visit by universities supported by e.g. Erasmus+ funding to support foreign
exchange with student teachers.
SMART Technologies:
• Disseminate work of ITELab via main channels (e.g. Twitter, news items), directly targeting
SMART’s network of universities to participate in ITELab pilots and ITE Forum.
• Review final OER ITELab content with a view to publishing related content to global SMART
Educator Community as a course or resources to allow engagement through teacher channels
(including students) professional development.
• Extend open invitation to all partners/associate partners to participate in SMART sponsored
events e.g. BETT Show, January 2019 Leadership workshop.
Steelcase: (note: withdrew from ITELab in 2019, following organisational education team restructure)
• Disseminate work of ITELab via main channels (e.g. Twitter, news items), directly targeting
Steelcase’s network of universities to participate in ITELab pilots and ITE Forum.
• Review 2019 programme to consider where ITELab OER content can be published, and invitation
to linked events can be extended to all partners/associate partners.

Review of 2019 key events refining the EUN FCL sustainability proposal

As mentioned at start of the previous section, sustainability has been a key item on the
agenda in the final year of the project with on-going discussions at project partner
meetings and in internal discussions at individual partner level. At the individual partner
level, the following actions (excluding the EUN FCL ITE action details in Section 3.2)
have provided major input to their planning around sustainability:
i.

Further co-design and two further pilot cycles – MOOC and modules.

ii.

On-going ITE University-Industry Forum supporting knowledge exchange.
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iii.

Engagement with their respective networks: policy-led networks, university
research networks, industry school and teacher networks and presentation
of ITELab evidence at international conferences.

iv.

University engagement with the local eTwinning National Support Service
(NSS) in the eTwinning-Teacher Training Initiative.

3.3.2.1 Further co-design of ITELab materials and two further pilot cycles (Spring 2019,
Autumn 2019)
Following the initial pilot in Spring 2018 which engaged the 5 main university partner
universities in testing the first co-designed ITELab module (Teaching, Learning &
Professional Development for Beginning Teachers) and the ‘Networked Teacher’
MOOC (University of Würzburg evaluation report), all partners were engaged in further
co-design activities and in reaching out through their networks to engage more
universities in the 2019 pilots. This proved to be a successful approach and extended
the project’s pilot coordination activity in 2019 to engage with 53 universities.
As regards sustainability, there was a positive outcome resulting from the unexpected
withdrawal of the industry partner Steelcase from the project due to restructuring, as
Steelcase kindly agreed not to claim for any project funding in the first two years of
their engagement in ITELab. This led to the approval of an amend to use the Steelcase
funding to support a third cycle of pilots in Autumn 2019 to continue to build on the
learning and engage with more universities.
Engagement with the extended network of universities has been supported via a series
of briefings and webinars to share experiences and strengthen the connections
between the universities. Lead ‘Developing innovative ITE resources and curricula’
work package partner, University College Dublin supported engagement across the
network with the ITELab staff hub.
Key lessons learned from the pilots and the constraints facing innovation in ITE are
shared in the ITELab Project Summary document. The biggest constraint is the missing
European-wide university accreditation of new, complete course modules. Lacking
formal university accreditation, the course modules have been tested either as options
(voluntary, impacting take-up) or in ‘parts’ integrated in existing courses. This has
resulted in the course modules being repackaged as flexible module frameworks to
use to help innovate existing courses.
Going forward, partner plans to sustain the ITELab materials are shown in the summary
outcomes table at the end of this section. Supporting details:
3.3.2.2 On-going ITE Industry-University Forum supporting knowledge exchange
Plans to sustain the forum are covered in Section 3.2. Individual partner plans to remain
engaged in the EUN FCL ITE Community and forum are shown in the summary
outcomes table at the end of this sections.
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3.3.2.3 On-going engagement of ITELab via partner’s respective networks
Each of the partners has strong network connections which have proved invaluable
for dissemination: the universities through their research university connections; the
industry partners through their extensive school and teacher educator network
connections, as well as extending their reach to policy-makers and universities (e.g
SMART Technologies has a network of 300-400 SMART Exemplary Educators across
Europe).
The other advantage of these networks is that they can be used to support and
engage in the future proposal as outlined in Section 4.
3.3.2.4 On-going engagement through the eTwinning Teacher Training Initiative
Some of the universities have engaged with their local eTwinning National Support
Services (NSS). For example, to use the ITELab materials as part of a small eTwinningTTI project with another institution (e.g. ITELab university associate partner: Catholic
University of Milan). Another example is ITELab partner, University College Dublin
engaging with the NSS in Ireland to support workshops using some of the ITELab
materials. Others such as ITELab partner, Polytechnic Institute of Santarém has hosted
a workshop of the NSS and network of eTw-TTi in Portugal to share knowledge and
ideas on active learning using technology and space, drawing on ITELab materials.
This type of eTw-TTI activity will continue and is sustainable with the support of the local
NSS.
At a central level, the ITELab research evidence is being shared to feed into the
eTwinning-TTI 2020 programme including a Learning Event proposal and the use of the
two ‘developing teacher educator competences’ case studies (available here) as
part of a workshop to take place at the eTw-TTI 2020 conference. This will build on one
of the 2019 conference discussion points, where Teacher Educators were looking more
recognition of their role and development needs. Another of the initial agenda
concepts for the 2020 eTw-TTI conference is to give the platform to student teachers
who are now able to register on the eTwinning platform. The ITELab student voice
report and Charter is shared to support this sustainable action.
Once again, individual partner plans to sustain ITElab activity through eTw-TTI initiative
are shown in the table below.
3.3.3

Summary of outcomes: partner level sustainability plans

The table on the next page summarises the ITELab partner’s sustainability plans,
showing where they commit to support planned joint actions as part of a FCL-ITE subgroup as well as with those supported by the individual partners themselves. The table
shows the strength of the partners’ commitments to sustain ITELab actions.
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ITELAB EXPLOITATION AND SUSTAINABILITY: partner plans to sustain ITELab through EUN FCL ITE engagement and institution-led actions
FCL-ITE:
research
paper

FCL-ITE:
Training
Workshop(s)

FCL-ITE: FCL
Ambassadors
community

FCL-ITE:

School Innov.
Forum (SIF)

Institution:
MOOC
Autumn 2020

EUN-FCL
UoA
UCD
UoN
UoP
PIS
UWU
IRIS Connect
Microsoft
SMART
Technologies
*Industry partners are not eligible to join the eTwinning network
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Institution:
Modules
(parts) 2020

Institution:
ITELab link

to

networks/projects

Institution:
ITELab
at
conferences

Institution:
ITELab
into
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3.3.3.1 Sustainability: ITELab partners plans
Supporting details from each ITELab partner on their sustainability plans:
ITELab partner – sustainability plans
UoA
• Promote the MOOC, both at UoA and other Norwegian Universities.

• Try to integrate the MOOC in TE-programs.
• Continue integration of content from the Modules into existing courses.
• Continue research on TE Competence.
• Present ITELab – outcomes at UoA.
• In 2020 - Work on and implement a competence development program for
Teacher Educators, where pedagogical digital competence is an important part.
• Continue to develop UoA’s Future Classroom Lab (Undervisningsverkstedet) to
ensure student activity, focus on creativity and exploration. Work to involve partner
schools even more. Work with national and international FCLs.
UCD

• Actively preparing for a shared learning /technical day (end Feb 2020) for all UCD
PME Y1 students (60-70) to be co-hosted with Microsoft at the MS DreamSpace
Dublin, using parts of the ITELab module frameworks to structure the days events
and activities, with support from SMART Technologies and IRIS Connect.
• Encouraging and facilitating UCD PME Yr 2 participation in the ITELab MOOC
Autumn, 2020.
• Incorporating ITELab frameworks and materials Teaching, Learning and
Professional Development (Module Framework A) and Designing Learning (Module
Framework B) into the core UCD Y1 PME programme for 2020 and 2021 and offering
Working with Learners (Module Framework C) as an elective for more confident Y2
ICT / educational technology users.
• Embedding into school practice learning from ITELab on the value of supporting
and facilitating much greater opportunity for student voice in the design,
evaluation and updating of ICT / education technology modules on the PME and
other UCD CPD programmes for 2020 and onward.
• Presenting ITELab concepts and ITELab outputs at academic conferences and
events in Ireland and beyond. Confirmed invited keynote speaker and workshop
convenor at IMPRESS Dresden (16-18 December 2019); confirmed ESAI Conference
side-event convenor (April, Dublin); confirmed ITELab seminar and workshop
convenor, IFTE 2020, Kazan 27-29 May. Applications made for speaking
opportunities at: SCoTENS Annual Conference 2020 (Belfast, 6 November), ATEE
Summer Conference (Florence, 20-22 May), HEAd’20 Conference (Valentia, 2-5
June 2020), and Media & Learning Conference (Leuven, 17-18 June).
• Working with Leargas Ireland eTw-TTI to share and promote ITELab learning and
materials to other ITE partners in the emerging eTw-TTI Ireland network. (Including
confirmed participation in teacher educator PD workshops in summer 2020 and
advising at peer support meetings / webinars in April, July and November 2020.)
• Participation in the FCL-ITE Schools Innovation Forum (Brussels, 10 May 2020) and
FCL-ITE workshops as required spring, and autumn 2020.

UoN

• Contribute to the FCL-ITE research paper.
• Attend the FCL-ITE teacher trainer workshop 10th June, Brussels.
• Engage in the FCL-ITE Ambassadors community.
• Participate in the FCL-ITE Schools Innovation Forum 10th-12th June 2020 .
• Promote the MOOC Autumn 2020 to Secondary ITE postgraduate students.
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• Continue to integrate ITELab principles and parts of ITELab modules through
postgraduate course in Secondary ITE modules 2020.
• Continue to build in the principles and parts of ITELab into current and on-going
projects and research areas:
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Project Based Learning (PBL) Goes to University – focus on producing
products for clients or communities, many of which are digital (in sharing
knowledge and communicating with partners). The project is offering 5
CPD sessions, to which ITE students are invited and would work towards a
planned project with ICT.
Another project involves using school websites as learning portals with
staff, students and parents contributing to learning resources, apps and
challenges.
Prof David Leat presenting to local politicians on ‘Tyneside (local area) as
a Learning City’ – this involves lifewide and lifelong learning with
technology playing a key part – part of wider cultural change which is
important for ITE engagement with ICT.
Continued engagement between ITE students and OpenLab innovation

• No current plans to present ITELab at conferences but would be open to
collaborating with ITELab colleagues.
• No plans to participate in eTw TTI at present.
UoP

• Writing a paper on the ITELab project experience of University of Perugia.
• Presenting the ITELab at conferences.
• Active participation as a new FCL Ambassador.
• Thinking about a research study on the topic of FCL and inclusion (how the overall
concept of FCL can foster inclusive practices in education).
• Taking part in the development of the ITELAB 2 Concept proposal.
• Presenting the MOOC in Autumn 2020 as part of the Educational Technology
Course.
• Disseminating the ITELab experience to our research networks.

PIS

• ITELab link to Sci&Math Creative Lab, CCTIC at School of Education.
• Presenting ITELab at ICEM http://www.icem.education/conferences/icem-2020/
• Planning another workshop with FCL Ambassadors like occurred in 2019.
• Participation on ITE: School Innovation Forum 2020.
• Participation of Initial Teacher Students on the MOOC - Autumn 2020.
• Implementation of some parts of Modules in Initial Teacher Training – 2020.

UWU

• Join FCL-ITE Community and contribute to research paper.
• Participate in School Innovation Forum.
• Promote MOOC to UWÜ students.
• Refer to ITELab in publications and conference presentations.

IRIS Connect

• Interested in being involved in the FCL research areas: impact of professional
learning on teachers; scaling up and how teachers can be active learners.
• Interested in co-running FCL training courses.
• Interested in participating in the SIF workshops/presentations.
• Will continue to promote the ITELab modules to our network and make the IRIS
Connect-based units available on our platform to any interested parties on a
content-only free access base.
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• Foster collaboration between different projects, e.g. the ViSuAl KA that we are part
of and ITELab; scope to use/share project outputs.
• Will continue to promote the ITELab outputs and forum within our network and
wider at conferences.
Microsoft

• Will continue to support, where possible, the delivery of modules developed in
ITELab project.
• Host ITE event with UCD for all PME students in February 2020. Potentially scale and
repeat post February 2020
• Will continue to integrate ITELab content where appropriate with DreamSpace
workshops with ITE students, supporting scaling and impact.
• Will link ITELab outputs and findings with other similar programmes where possible
and relevant with Microsoft programs such as Student Teacher Education Program
(STEP).
• Will continue to promote the resources developed to Microsoft education
community and broader audiences that Microsoft Education engages with.

SMART

• Leverage SMART Communities – including SMART Exemplary Educators (2000
globally) SMART Exemplary Schools (37 Globally) SMART Educational Consultants
(50) Encourage Teachers and New Teachers in their schools to join the MOOC.
• Explore potential of SCITT’s England - School-centred initial teacher training centres
to participate in the 2020 MOOC.
• Where relevant add ITELab content into SMART Webinars and Podcasts.
• Look into a series of blogs across EMEA for Initial Teacher Training based on ITELab
findings.
• Explore ITELab community linked to other initiatives, education stakeholder
community, CATALYST.
• In meetings with policy makers and Ministries leverage ITELab as part of SMART’s
consultancy services.

ITELab partner Dr Conor Galvin, UCD giving keynote “Using technology to widen the teaching &
learning world; some thoughts from the ITELab Project" at TU Dresden, December 2019
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4. FUTURE PROJECT PROPOSAL CONCEPT
A project proposal concept, The Initial Teacher Education Accelerator Lab Project
(ITEAL-EU) was initiated by ITELab partner, University College Dublin, holding initial
discussions on the concept with EUN during EUN’s EMIMENT conference (Warsaw,
November 2019). It was also shared and discussed with project partners at the final
project meeting in December 2019. The initial concept has been favourably received.
Further meetings will be held in 2020 to shape the detail of the project proposal
supporting the concept, while reviewing the new EC project calls to identify the most
appropriate action line under which a proposal could potentially be submitted.
For the purposes of the final exploitation plan which is a public deliverable, only the
general vision behind the proposal is outlined here.
The general concept of the ITE Accelerator Labs aligns very well with the exploitation
activities arising from the EUN iTEC project involving 17 education ministries (ref section
2) which resulted in the setting up of the Future Classroom Lab to help mainstream
innovative pedagogical practice in schools and support teacher CPD. ITEAL-EU aims
to leverage the current widening of stakeholder participation in the FCL (ITE institutions,
architects, design studios…) and to incorporate the best of what has been done in
ITELab in order to strengthen the continuum between schools and ITE (ref. ITELab final
project summary report recommendation 3.4.3, report available to download ).
The project idea specifically looks to expand the pan-European community of ITE
providers that is being set up under the FCL in 2020 as part of the ITELab sustainability
plan. It also aims to leverage the growing number of ITE institutions in Europe that have
already implemented the FCL concept by setting up their own Lab.
Beyond this, the project hopes to explore and test the extent to which an ITEAL-EU
network could have either a physical presence/base and/or a virtual/distributed base.
One of the concepts for an ITEAL is that it is mobile, agile, able to be in a number of
different places, and work on a ‘pop-up’ principle.
Whether physical or virtual, the ITEAL-EU concept is that each accelerator lab (unit)
would have a local or a regional base or ‘hub’. In each of those instances, there would
be a core cluster of people involved (academic, industry, MoE/policy
makers/schools). The strength derived from this triangle of interest, would be: to tease
out at the local/regional level, the local priorities; to work together to permeate the
policy ‘silos’ (ref ITELab final project summary, recommendation 3.4.1); to support the
research agenda with evidence and examples of what works really well at the local
level; and to share this to benefit the network and influence policy more widely.
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5. CONCLUSION
The ITELab project has created a small but potentially influential network of ITE
stakeholders who have come together to successfully deliver the ITELab project (ref.
ITELab final project summary).
The Final Exploitation and Sustainability Plan details the activities being taken forward
to sustain the ITELab actions. It shows the widespread support and alignment across
each of the partners to invest in sustaining the work started by ITELab, with a focus on
the actions in the next 12-18 months. This includes working up the concept of the ITEALEU into a new project proposal to be submitted in line with the new EC funding streams.
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6. APPENDICES
6.1

ITELAB PROJECT PARTNER MEETING, FCL AMBASSADORS WORKSHOP AND
SCHOOL INNOVATION FORUM, JUNE 2019

ITELab JUNE MEETING– Project partner meeting and School Innovation Forum (SIF)
Date:

Thursday 20 June (start: 09:30h) to Friday 21 June 2019 (close: 15:30h)

Where:

European Schoolnet-Future Classroom Lab, 61 Rue de Trèves, 1040 Brussels

Who:

June 20/21: project meeting - ITELab partners, plus joint working sessions with FCL
Ambassadors, EC. Organiser: Dorothy, ITELab project manager and Bart, FCL Ambassadors.
June 20/21: School Innovation Forum – FCL partners and ambassadors, EUN Steering
Committee, MoE/Regions, ITELab partners, EC. Organiser: Tommaso Dalla Vecchia, FCL

Objectives:
•

For all ITELab partners to be clear on Autumn programme, joint responsibilities, dates,
roles, support, outputs and deliverables required by all partners for the Final Report.

•

For student teachers to input to the Autumn programme and SV deliverables, filmed
interviews to support, prepare and deliver joint ‘success’ impact presentation at SIF.

•

For all ITELab partners/student teachers/FCL ambassadors to identify opportunities to
continue the engagement of ITE with the FCL and the model to support this.

•

For ITELab partners/student teachers/FCL Ambassadors to raise the profile of ITE as an
important stakeholder in the School Innovation Forum, facilitating and contributing to the
Thematic Exchanges, with particular reference to ITE, developing recommendations and
practical actions.

AGENDA DAY ONE: THURSDAY 20TH JUNE 2019 (09:30h start)
Venue: Future Classroom Lab, EUN, Brussels
09:30–11.30 ITELab
project meeting (part
one)

ITELab Project
Partners

Project – final 6 months
Project financial and reporting, Q&A
Module A,B,C updates, discussion, including
evaluation
Teacher Educator competences – initial findings,
issues, discussion
Dissemination/Impact/engagement in ITELab: Ped.
Board ‘white paper’, ECER Conference, Industry Teacher Communities

09:30–11.30 ITELab
student teachers
meeting

ITELab Student
Teachers

EUN welcome and ‘tour’
Student Voice activities – input, discussion, Autumn
programme
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Student Voice joint working – SIF presentation, video
interview briefing
11:30-12:30 ITELab
sustainability

ITELab partners
and Student
Teachers

ITELab sustainability discussion: EUN FCL - ITELab: FCL
services

FCL Ambs

Separate programme – FCL Ambassadors

13:15-13:30 Networking

ITELab
partners,
Student
Teachers,
FCL Ambs
EC

Active networking activity with FCL Ambassadors

13:30–14.30
Sustainability and
Impact - ITE-schools
connection - sharing
Ideas

ITELab
partners,
Student
Teachers,
FCL
Ambs,
EC

Introduction

ITELab
partners,
Student
Teachers,
FCL Ambs,
EC

Sustainability and impact joint working groups:

09:30-12:30 FCL
Ambassadors meeting

Emerging recommendations - School Innovation
Forum briefing

LUNCH: 12:30 – 13:15

14:30-15:30 Sustainability
and Impact – Action
plans

ITELab partners/student teachers
FCL Ambassadors
Open floor

•

Autumn 2019 - leveraging ITELab teaching
module frameworks, MOOC, ITE Forum

•

2020+: leveraging FCL – training, inter-connecting
partners and communities, working groups –
research.

•

2020+: leveraging EC initiatives e.g. eTw-TTI,
Scientix, STEM Alliance, InSAFE, School Labels, TETSAT self-assessment tool.

•

2020+: leveraging
National/regional/industry/conf. initiatives,
coordinating across e.g. policy, schools,
universities, industry.

16:00: LEAVE FOR SCHOOL INNOVATION FORUM
Venue: Microsoft Exec Briefing Centre, Rue Montoyer 5, 1000 Brussels
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16:30- 19:30

MoE, Regions,
FCL, ITELab, EC

EUN-FCL School Innovation Forum – ref separate
agenda (day one)

19:30-22:00

MoE, Regions,
FCL, ITELab, EC

Informal Networking Dinner

AGENDA DAY TWO: FRIDAY 21ST JUNE , 2019 (09:30h start)
Venue: EUN – Future Classroom Lab
09:30 – 12:30

MoE, Regions,
FCL, ITELab, EC

12:30 – 14:00

EUN-FCL School Innovation Forum – ref separate
agenda (day two)
Networking Lunch

ITELab partners and student teachers
14:00 – 15:00: ITELab
project meeting
(part 2)

Sustainability – round table – top 3 ideas
Recommendations – top 3 ideas
Summary of actions, post June/Autumn

14:00 – 15:00:

Video filming with student teachers

15:00-15:30: Close

Student teacher reflections from the 2 days

15:30: MEETING ENDS
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6.2

ITELAB PROJECT PARTNER MEETING AND ITE WORKSHOPS AT EUN
EMINENT CONFERENCE, NOVEMBER 2019
AGENDA: ITELab project meeting, 5th November 2019 (14h-17:30h)
Venue: Room 305, Ministry of National Education, al. J. Ch. Szucha 25, 00-918 Warszawa.
Note: agenda subject to final changes, some participants join after meeting start, to accommodate their travel times.

1.

Sharing project experiences
Discussion groups, 3 questions: 1) best examples; 2) done differently; 3)
advice to disseminate/engage in use of ITELab project results .
•
•
•
•
•
•

14:00 - 14:45

Monitoring research, 11 case studies, Student Voice
Co-design process
Module frameworks, handbooks, staff hub
Networked teacher MOOC
ITE Forum
Pedagogical Board

Plenary
2.

Sustainability – post end of project funding
Sustainability ideas input to discussion:
•
•
•

14:45 - 15:45

UCD sustainability expert (online, 10 min)
EUN-FCL (10 min)
SMART example – ‘bottom up’ change, CATALYST (10m)

Discussion groups, 3 questions: 1) what/how will you sustain within
your institution; 2) interest/funding to support EUN_FCL coordinated
action; 3) new project(s) collaboration ideas.
•
•
•

Partners (ind and uni): module frameworks, MOOC
EUN_FCL: i) research-SIF/EMINENT; ii) FCL training; iii) MOOC, iv)
link to FCL network
Other ideas

Plenary
Flexible Break (15 min)

3.

Recommendations
Recommendation ideas input: Initial Recommendations Paper (read
prior), ITE Initial Recs and Resources (read prior)

16:00 – 17:00

Discussion groups, 2 questions for each of the stakeholder group: ) short
term/’easy’ recommendation (practical/doable actions); 2) short
term/’hard’ recommendation (something to start).
• Policymakers – EC, country/regional
• Universities – senior management; teacher educators; student
teachers
• School leaders
• Industry leaders

Plenary
4.

Project Meeting Wrap-up
•
•

17:00 – 17:30

EMINENT - ITE/CPD workshop
Post EMIMENT (dissemination/sustainability/recommendations,
3rd cycle module/MOOC- UWU evaluation, IE project evaluation
survey, financial reporting, final meetings and reporting).

Close
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6.3

MOVING FORWARD 2020
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